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Pyrimidine (6-4) pyrimidone photoproducts in UVA-irradiated 

DNA: photosensitization or photoisomerization?  

Thierry Douki*[a] 

 

Abstract: Formation of pyrimidine dimers in DNA is a major initiating 

event in the induction of skin cancer. Model experiments suggest that, 

upon absorption of UVA, one type of dimers induced by UVB, the 

pyrimidine (6-4) pyrimidone photoproducts, photosensitizes the 

formation of mutagenic cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers by triplet -triplet 

energy transfer (TTET). We investigated whether this photoreaction 

actually took place when 64PP were located within a DNA duplex 

rather than added as external sensitizers like in available data. Our 

results show that this process is not detectable in DNA and double-

stranded oligonucleotides exposed to a combination of UVB and UVA. 

TTET could only be observed, as a very minor photoreaction, in a 

short single-stranded oligonucleotide bearing a 64PP. It may be 

concluded that 64PP-mediated TTET does not significantly contribute 

to UV-induced DNA damage. In contrast, the photoisomerization of 

64PP into their Dewar valence isomers is very efficient. 

Introduction 

Pyrimidine (6-4) pyrimidone photoproducts (64PP) is a class of 

DNA damage that, together with cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers 

(CPD), is responsible for a large fraction of the deleterious effects 

of solar UV radiation, in particular induction of skin cancer[1]. 

These photoproducts result from cycloaddition reactions between 

adjacent pyrimidine bases, thymine (T) and cytosine (C), within 

DNA and are mostly produced by UVB radiation (280-320 nm). 

UVA (320-380 nm) produces low amounts of CPD by direct 

absorption [2,3,4,5,6] but more importantly induces the 

photoisomerization of the pyrimidone ring of 64PP into a Dewar 

valence isomer (Dewar) [7,8,9,10,11]. Another interesting property of 

UVA is its involvement in the photosensitized formation of CPD. 

Indeed, UVA excited chromophores with an energy of excited 

triplet state higher than that of DNA may undergo triplet-triplet 

energy transfer (TTET) and subsequent formation of CPD [12,13,14]. 

Thymine, especially at TT sites [15], is the major target of this 

process because it exhibits the lowest triplet energy level among 

DNA components [16,17]. 

It was recently shown that the energy of the triplet excited state of 

pyrimidone rings was larger than that of T. Consequently, 

excitation of the pyrimidone ring of a 64PP could perform TTET to 

an adjacent T [18,19]. Accordingly, formation of CPD in plasmid 

DNA exposed to UVA in the presence of 64PP model compounds 

in solution led to the formation CPD. In addition, calculations on 

DNA strand where one base was substituted by a pyrimidone 

moiety suggested that 64PP-mediated TTET upon UVA 

irradiation, referred to below as “64PP-TTET”, is possible in a 

duplex environment [20]. Last, it was recently reported that 

benzophenone covalently linked to a DNA strand was able to 

carry out long distance TTET and formation of CPD [21]. 

64PP-TTET to an adjacent TT doublet within a DNA strand 

appears thus as an interesting hypothesis since it would lead to 

the formation of damaged sites bearing a 64PP and a CPD next 

to each other (Scheme 1). This would be similar to the cluster 

damage produced by ionizing radiation which are proposed to be 

highly mutagenic and lethal [22]. 

The actual occurrence of 64PP-TTET within double-stranded 

DNA remains yet to be experimentally documented. It should also 

be determined whether 64PP-TTET is more efficient that 

photoisomerization of 64PP into Dewar. The reported value of the 

quantum yield for the latter reaction ranges between 0.02 and 

0.008 [9,10]. The intersystem crossing quantum yield of the 

pyrimidone ring of 64PP is 0.86 [19] and that of the formation of a 

CPD from the triplet excited state of thymine is 0.04 [23]. The 

efficiency of TTET between excited 64PP and thymine is not 

known. However, even if it was 1, the quantum yields for Dewar 

formation and photosensitization of CPD would be similar. It is 

thus not expected that 64PP-TTET is the overwhelming process. 

Consequently, we undertook the present work to establish 

whether or not 64PP mediates TTET in DNA duplexes upon 

exposure to UVA. For this purpose, we exposed DNA and 

oligonucleotides to sources of UV radiation emitting both UVB and 

UVA. Preliminary kinetics modeling showed 64PP-TTET led to a 

positive deviation from linearity as the dose increases (Scheme 

S1). We thus tried to detect this signature under different 

experimental conditions. Additional experiments were performed 

with a purified short oligonucleotide bearing a single 64PP at a 

specific position. 

 
Scheme 1. Photochemical processes triggered by absorption of UVA by a UVB 
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induced 64PP. Intramolecular electrocyclization results in a Dewar valence 
isomer (1) while TTET to adjacent thymine leads to formation of CPD (2). 

Results and Discussion 

Searching for 64PP-TTET in isolated genomic DNA 

In a first experiment, we irradiated purified genomic calf thymus 

DNA (CT-DNA) with the light emitted by a solar simulator. 

Simulated sunlight (SSL) contains roughly 5% UVB and 95% UVA. 

All possible pyrimidine dimers were quantified by HPLC coupled 

to tandem mass spectrometry (Table S1) [24]. TT CPD (Figure 1A), 

as well as other CPD, was produced in a linear way with respect 

to the dose. This contrasted with Dewar, the formation of which 

became more efficient at the expense of 64PP when the dose 

increased (Figure 1B). The latter feature reflects the efficient 

photoisomerization of 64PP. The remarkable similarity between 

the dose course formation of photodamage in CT-DNA exposed 

to SSL reported in Figure 1 and the kinetic predictions in the 

absence of 64PP-TTET reported on Scheme S1 shows that the 

latter process in not a major one under these experimental 

conditions. 

Figure 1: Formation of pyrimidine dimers in CT-DNA exposed to simulated 
sunlight. A) TT CPD and B) 64PP and Dew. For the two latter photoproducts, 
values for damage at TT and TC sites were combined. Aliquot fractions of the 
irradiated solution were collected after increasing periods of time. The 
experiments were repeated twice and each sample analyzed twice. Results are 
means ± standard deviations. 

In order to better control the respective effects of UVB and UVA, 

we then exposed CT-DNA to a more complex irradiation set-up. 

The sample was placed between UVB and UVA lamps that could 

be operated independently. The ratio between the intensity of the 

UVA and the UVB sources was approximately 10. HPLC-MS/MS 

analyses (Table S1) showed that the formation of TT CPD was 

linear with respect to the dose upon exposure to UVB, irrespective 

of the addition of UVA radiation (Figure 2A). The yields 

determined under the two conditions were not statistically 

significantly different (p=0.13). It may be added that exposure to 

UVA alone was found to induce CPD (Figure S1) but in a three 

orders of magnitude lower yield than UVB (Table S2). This 

observation, which is in agreement with published data [2,3,4,5,6], 

rules out a major contribution of CPD directly induced by UVA in 

our experiments. We also determined the proportion of 64PP that 

underwent photoconversion into their Dewar valence isomer. The 

value was much higher when irradiation was performed with UVB 

and UVA than with UVB alone (Figure 2B). It may be concluded 

that, like with SSL, exposure to the combination of UVB+UVA did 

not induce detectable 64PP-TTET in CT-DNA. Rather, UVA 

efficiently induces photoisomerization of 64PP. 

Figure 2: Formation of pyrimidine dimers in CT-DNA exposed to UVB in the 
presence of the absence of UVA in a 10 times larger intensity. Aliquot fractions 
of the irradiated solution were collected after increasing periods of time. The 
experiments were repeated twice and each sample analyzed twice. A) dose 
dependent formation of TT CPD. Results are means ± standard deviations. B) 
Proportion of 64PP converted into their Dewar valence isomers expressed in %. 
For the calculation, photoproducts arising from TT and TC sequences were 
combined. The proportion  of Dewar was the ratio between the amount of Dewar 
divided by the combined amounts of Dewar and 64PP.  

64PP-TTET in double-stranded pyrimidine tracks 

Formation of TT CPD by 64PP-TTET can only take place in runs 

of 4 pyrimidines. Two are necessary to yield a 64PP and 2 to 

absorb the triplet energy of the excited pyrimidone and produce 

CPD. However, the probability of finding a T in such a context in 

CT-DNA with 42% G:C base pairs can easily be calculated to be 

only 0.7 % for TTTT and 0.5 % for TCTT. To better detect possible 

induction of 64PP-TTET in such pyrimidine runs, we studied the 

photolysis of a 19 base pairs double-stranded oligonucleotide 

bearing both a TTTT and a TCTT track. The sequence of the 

pyrimidine track containing strand was CATCTTACATTTTAC and 

that of the complementary strand was GTAAAATGTAAGATG. All 

dimeric photoproducts were quantified by HPLC-MS/MS (Table 

S3). CPD were detected only in their cis,syn and not their 

trans,syn form, which shows the stability of the duplex under the 

experimental conditions[25,26]. Like for CT-DNA, exposure to SSL 

induced a linear dose dependent formation of TT CPD (Figure 3A). 

A linear formation was also observed when irradiations were 

performed with the source emitting UVB, UVA or both. 

Interestingly, the ratio between the levels of TT CPD in the 

oligonucleotide exposed to either UVB or UVB+UVA was around 

1 at all time-points (Figure 3B), with an average value of 1.0±0.1. 

This observation shows that the formation of TT CPD does not 

deviate from linearity in the presence of UVA radiation. In addition, 

the difference between the yields of formation of CPD (Table S2) 
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in the presence or the absence of UVA was not statistically 

significant (p=0.24). It may be concluded that UVA does not favor 

the formation of TT CPD by 64PP-TTET in the oligonucleotide.  

Figure 3: Formation of TT CPD in a 19 mer double-stranded oligonucleotide. A) 
dose dependent formation upon exposure to simulated sunlight. B) ratio 
between the levels of TT CPD measured in oligonucleotides exposed to UVB in 
the presence or the absence of UVA applied in a 20 times larger intensity. 

In contrast to 64PP-TTET, exposure of the oligonucleotide to a 

combination of UVB and UVA either with the solar simulator 

(Figure S2) or with the 2 lamps system induced significant 

photoisomerization of 64PP (Figure 4). This is shown by the larger 

yield of Dewar than of 64PP with SSL and UVB+UVA than with 

UVB alone. The yield of photoisomerization was 60% in the 

samples exposed to the largest dose of UVB+UVA whereas it was 

10% with UVB. Exposure to UVA alone led to the formation of TT 

CPD in a 3 orders of magnitude lower yield than with UVB (Figure 

S1 and table S2). 

Figure 4: Formation of 64PP and Dewars at TC and TT sites in the 19 mer 
double-stranded nucleotide exposed to UVB in A) the presence or B) the 
absence of UVA. Aliquot fractions of the irradiated solution were collected after 

increasing periods of time. The experiments were repeated twice and each 
sample analyzed twice. Results are expressed in photoproducts per million 
bases (mean ± standard deviation). 

Pyrimidone mediated TTET in the vicinity of a purified 64PP 

Following the same idea of using shorter models in order to better 

detect putative 64PP-TTET, we investigated the UVA photolysis 

of the TCTTA oligonucleotide where the TC doublet was 

photochemically converted into its 64PP (T(64)CTTA). An 

adenine was added on the 3’-end of the TT doublet in order to 

favor the formation of the CPD [27,28,29]. We chose to study TC 

64PP rather than TT 64PP because the former is more frequently 

produced than the latter in isolated and cellular DNA [6,25,30]. 

T(64)CTTA, prepared by UVC photolysis of TCTTA and isolated 

with a 95% purity, was exposed to increasing doses of UVA. 

Evolution of the absorption spectrum during irradiation showed 

that photoisomerization of the 64PP took place since the 316 nm 

absorption, typical of TC 64PP [31], was lost (Figure 5A). In 

contrast, the absorption of normal bases at 263 nm decreased 

only by 2%, suggesting that only minute amounts of CPD or other 

non UV absorbing lesions were produced. This was confirmed on 

the differential absorption spectrum (Figure 5B). The very efficient 

photoisomerization of TC 64PP was also confirmed by 

HPLC-MS/MS analysis (Figure S3). Quantitative results obtained 

by the latter technique showed that the formation of TT CPD was 

5500 times less efficient than that of TC Dewar. The rate 

constants calculated from a dose course study for the formation 

of TC Dewar and TT CPD were 1.7±0.1 10-3 and 3.3±0.4 10-7 

kJ m-2 per oligonucleotide, respectively. 

Figure 5: UVA photolysis of T(64)CTTA. A) UV absorption spectroscopy shows 
the decreases of the 316 nm band resulting from the photoconversion of 64PP 
into Dewar. B) Differential spectrum corresponding to the difference between 
the initial solution of T(64)CTTA and that after 120 min of exposure to UVA 
radiation. 

For comparative purposes, TCTTA was irradiated under similar 

conditions of concentration and UVA dose as T(64)ATTA. The 

yield of formation for TT CPD in the unmodified oligonucleotide 

was 2.4 ± 0.4 10-8 kJ m-2 per oligonucleotide. The difference by a 

factor 13 between the yields formation of TT CPD in T(64)CTTA 

and TCTTA (Figure 6) was statistically significant (p<0.001). The 

bulk of these results show that the presence of a 64PP on the 
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5’-end of a TT doublet does favor the formation of CPD, mostly 

likely by 64PP TETT. However, this process is much less efficient 

than the photoisomerization of the 64PP into Dewar isomers. 

Figure 6: Formation of TT CPD in the 5 mer oligonucleotide TCTTA used either 

unmodified or after conversion of the 5’-end TC doublet into its 64PP.. 

Conclusions 

In summary, our results show that 64PP-TTET does not 

significantly impact the yield of formation of TT CPD in double-

stranded systems upon co-exposure to UVB and UVA in 

proportions similar to those found in sunlight. Significant 

contribution of this photochemical process could be observed 

neither in CT-DNA nor in an oligonucleotide bearing two 

pyrimidine tetrads. In contrast, as already observed both in 

isolated and cellular DNA, co-exposure to UVB and UVA leads to 

efficient conversion of 64PP into their Dewar valence isomers 
[4,7,32,33,34,35,36]. These observations suggested that 64PP-TTET 

was at the best a minor process. Accordingly, evidence for the 

occurrence of this process could only be obtained in a short single 

stranded oligonucleotide bearing a TC 64PP at the 5’-end of a TT 

sequence. The presence of the 64PP increased the yield of 

formation of TT CPD when compared to unmodified TC doublet. 

However, even under these conditions, the yield of 64PP-TTET 

remained between 3 and 4 orders of magnitude smaller than that 

of the photoisomerization of 64PP. It remains to be determined 

whether the single stranded form of the substrate used in this 

experiment reflects the photochemistry within a double helix. 

Indeed, orientation of the photosensitizer with respect to bases 

was found to play a key role in TTET [37] and the increased rigidity 

of double-stranded DNA may affect its yield. Altogether, the role 

of “Trojan horse” proposed to be played by 64PP upon exposure 

to UV radiation is unlikely to be predominant even in pyrimidine 

rich sequences. Other DNA lesions, mostly of oxidative origin like 

5-formyluracil, exhibit a residual absorption in the UVA range and 

have been proposed to play a similar role [38,39]. Further 

experiments in DNA duplexes are mandatory to establish whether 

this interesting photochemistry takes place or not. 

Experimental Section 

Chemicals 

Sodium chloride, Tris, EDTA, zinc chloride, and triethylammonium acetate 

were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (Saint Quentin Falavier, France). 

Acetonitrile was HPLC-MS quality (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). 

Nuclease P1, alkaline phosphatase, phosphodiesterase I and 

phosphodiesterase II were from Sigma. Calf thymus DNA (Type I, Sigma) 

was purified by extensive dialysis in pure Milli Q water. Oligonucleotides 

(HPLC purified grade) were purchased from Eurogentec (Angers, France) 

and used as received. Hybridation of the two 19-mers 

(CATCTTACATTTTAC and GTAAAATGTAAGATG) was performed in 

solution in buffer (Tris HCl 10 mM, EDTA 0.5 mM, NaCl 50 mM). A solution 

containing the two strands at a concentration of 0.2 µM each was 

maintained at 60°C for 15 min and slowly cooled down to 25°C over 3 

hours. The temperature was then decreased to 10°C by steps of 5°C kept 

for 5 min. Samples were then stored at 4°C. 

UV sources and irradiation protocols. 

The solar simulator was a LS1000 Solar Simulator (Solar Light Company, 

Glenside, PA), which emitted wavelengths in the 290-400 nm range. The 

radiation intensity was 4.7 kJ m-2 min-1. Samples (2.5 mL) of either DNA 

(50 µg mL-1, 50 mM NaCl) or double-stranded oligonucleotide (0.2 µM in 

hybridization buffer) were placed under the beam in a 3 mL 

spectrophotometer quartz cell place in ice. Irradiation were performed 

under magnetic stirring and 350 µL aliquot fractions were collected after 

increasing period. Experiments were duplicated. For co exposure to UVB 

and UVA, the sample was placed in a 3 mL quartz cell under magnetic 

stirring at 10 cm of a vertical 2×15 W UVA lamp (T 15.L tubes emitting 

between 310 and 400 nm with a maximum at 365 nm, Vilber-Lourmat) and 

50 cm of a 15W UVB lamp (T 15.M tube emitting between 280 and 370 nm 

with a peak at 312 nm, Vilber-Lourmat) also placed vertically. Temperature 

was maintained at 25°C by a cooled airflow provided by a fan. The 

radiation emitted by the UVA lamp were filtered by a cut-off filter at 320 nm 

(WG20, Schott). The intensities of the UVA and UVB radiation reaching 

the CT-DNA samples were 1.37 and 0.13 kJ m-2 min-1, respectively. In the 

experiments involving the double-stranded oligonucleotide, the 

corresponding values were 1.78 and 0.085 kJ m-2 min-1. Experiments were 

performed with either the UVB lamp, the UVA lamp or both turned on. In 

all cases, aliquot fractions of 350 µL were collected after increasing periods 

of irradiation and kept at 4°C until use. Photolysis of the TCTTA pentamer 

was performed with a 2x15 W UVC lamp with the sample (0.2 mg mL-1 in 

10 mL) place in a 3.5 cm diameter petri dish. Irradiation was performed for 

30 min under magnetic stirring. UVA irradiation of T(64)CTTA and TTCTA 

by UVA was performed in solution in 1 mL of water. The intensity was 1.54 

kJ m-2 min-1. Aliquot fractions of 50 µL were collected after increasing 

periods. 

Post irradiation treatment of the samples. 

After irradiation, CT-DNA was precipitated from the 350 µL aliquots by 

addition of 35 µL of a 4 M NaCl solution and 875 µL cold ethanol. The 

samples were centrifuged for 5 min at 8000xg. The supernatant was 

discarded and the pellet was rinsed with 500 µL 70% cold ethanol and 

further by cold ethanol. Samples were stored at -20°C until use. Irradiated 

double-stranded oligonucleotides were desalted by size exclusion 

chromatography on NAP 5 column (GE Healthcare) according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. The columns were equilibrated with water. 

The 350 µL samples were applied to the top of the column and 150 µL of 

water was added. After entering of the liquid in the column, 820 µL of water 

was added and the eluate was collected. The solution were then frozen 

and freeze dried.  
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Isolation of T(64)CTTA. 

Following UVC irradiation of TCTTA, T(64)CTTA was isolated by reverse 

HPLC on a 250×4 mm Nucleosil column particle size 5 µm (Macherey 

Nagel). A gradient of acetonitrile (ACN) in 5 mM triethylammonium acetate 

(TEAA) was used. The initial percentage of ACN was 2%. It rose to 8% 

within 30 min and then to 38 % within the next 8 min. A first purification 

was made with the elution monitored at 320 nm. The two mains detected 

products, exhibiting respective retention times of 26 and 29 min, were 

collected. HPLC-MS/MS analysis (vide supra) revealed that the first 

fraction contained mostly TT 64PP while the second one contained mostly 

TC 64PP. The products were purified a second time with the elution 

monitored at 260 nm in order to eliminate all possible contaminants. A UV 

absorption spectrum recorded on a Cary 60 UV Vis spectrophotometer 

(Agilent Technologies) showed that the fastest eluting product exhibited a 

325 nm maximal absorption as expected for TT 64PP under the form of a 

dinucleoside monophosphate [40]. The corresponding value for the second 

compound was 316 nm, in agreement with the properties of TC 64PP [31]. 

HPLC-MS/MS analyses allowed us to identify the latter photoproduct as 

T(64)CTTA obtained with 95% purity. The collected fraction also contained 

2% TC Dew, 2%TT 64PP and 0.2% TT CPD. 

Quantification of pyrimidine dimers. 

Samples of either CT-DNA, double-stranded oligonucleotides or pentamer 

were hydrolyzed in solution in 50 µL of water by in two steps. The first one 

(pH 6, 2h, 37°C) involved DNase II, phosphodiesterase II and nuclease P1. 

The pH was then raised to 8 by addition of Tris buffer. Alkaline 

phosphatase and phosphodiesterase I were added and the sample 

incubated for 2h at 37°C. This procedure releases normal bases as 

nucleosides and pyrimidine dimers as dinucleoside monophosphates [24]. 

In a final step, diluted HCl was added to adjust the pH to 6. The samples 

were centrifuged and the liquid phase transferred into HPLC injection vials. 

Samples were then injected in a HPLC system (ExionLC, SCIEX) 

connected to a triple quadrupolar mass spectrometer (QTrap 6500+, 

SCIEX) used in negative electrospray ionization mode. HPLC separations 

were performed on a reverse phase column (Uptisphere ODB 150×2 mm 

ID, 3 µm particle size, Interchim, France). A gradient at 0.2 mL min-1 from 

0 to 20% acetonitrile in 2 mM triethylammonium acetate was used. The 

mass spectrometer was operated in the “multiple reaction monitoring” 

mode. All possible TT, TC, CT and CC CPD, 64PP and Dewar were 

individually quantified by monitoring a dozen of specific transitions [24]. As 

previously reported [25,30], 64PP and Dewar at CT and CC sites were very 

minor products and their level was below the detection limit. Normal 

nucleosides were quantified by a diode array UV detector placed ahead of 

the mass spectrometer. Quantitative determination of the detected amount 

of all analytes was performed by external calibrations obtained by repeated 

injections of authentic standards. 

Statistical analyses. 

Comparison of the yields of photoproducts was based on the determination 

of the coefficients of the linear regression of the level of damage with 

respect to the dose. In order to compare data obtained under different 

conditions, the student parameter t was calculated with the equation (1) 

using the value of the slopes and the standard errors. 

(1) 
 

The parameter t was then used to retrieve the probability p in a student 

distribution with n1+n2-4 degrees of freedom, with n1 and n2 being the 

number of samples analyzed to determine the two slopes. 

Keywords: DNA  photochemistry • photosensitization • 

intramolecular reaction • DNA damage 
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Scheme S1: Modeling of the formation of pyrimidine dimers upon co exposure to UVB and UVA A: formation CPD 

with or without 64PP mediated TTET (64PP-TTET). B formation of 64PP and Dewar. 

 

As a preliminary work, we modeled the UV induced formation of the three main types of pyrimidine dimers in DNA 

in the presence or the absence of TTET. The purpose was not to predict the actual amounts of DNA damage but 

rather to gain insights in the shape of the dose course formation of the photoproducts in the absence or the 

presence of 64PP-TTET.  
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We calculated, with arbitrary units of dose and DNA concentration, the evolution of the level of CPD, 64PP and 

Dewar with or without TTET. The equation of the formation of the photoproducts in the absence of TTET were the 

following: 

(1) 
 

(2) 
 

(3) 
 

where D0 is the initial amount of DNA, k1 is the rate constant of formation of 64PP, k2 the rate constant of conversion 

of 64PP into Dewar and k3 the rate constant of formation of CPD by direct absorption. 

The amount of additional CPD produced by 64PP-TTET were calculated for each increment of dose by applying 

an arbitrary rate constant (rateTTET) to the level of 64PP. The obtained results were then added to that of CPD as 

the dose increased. The resulting equation was thus the following: 

(4) 

 

The rate constants for the formation by direct absorption of CPD and 64PP and photoisomerization into Dewar 

were set at 0.0002, 0.03 and 0.001, namely in a ratio close to that reported between the quantum yields for the 

three reactions in the UVC range [1,2]. DNA amount (D0) was set at 10 and the dose ranged between 0 and 50 by 

increment of 0.5. The maximum dose was set to limit the yield of formation to 0.1 %, a value which is already high 

for biological systems. A first calculation of the formation of CPD was made in the absence of 64PP-TTET. Under 

these conditions, the dose course formation of CPD is linear. We repeated this calculations with an additional 

contribution of CPD produced by 64PP-TTET. Results are shown on Scheme S1A for a ratio between the yield of 

TTET and photoisomerization from excited pyrimidone set at an arbitrary value of 3. In this case, the formation of 

CPD deviates from linearity because the content of 64PP, which behave as sensitizer, increases when the dose 

increases. Regarding the two other types of photodamage, we reasoned that since their pyrimidone moiety is the 

photosensitizer in 64PP-TTET, 64PP are recovered unmodified in their ground state after the energy transfer 

process. Consequently, the formation and photoisomerization of 64PP are identical whether 64PP-TTET takes 

place or not. The ratio between Dewar and 64PP is expected to increase when the dose increases (Scheme S1B). 
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Table S1: Level of dimeric photoproducts in CT-DNA exposed to UV radiation. Results are expressed in 

dimers per 106 normal bases and are means ± standard deviations. Doses are expressed in kJ m-2. 

Simulated Sunlight (SSL) 

dose SSL TT CPD TT 64PP TT Dewar TC CPD TC 64PP TC Dewar CT CPD CC CPD 

2.3 35±1 0.6±0.0 0.4±0.2 25±2 6.5±0.7 1.9±0 19±1 12±1 

4.7 68±7 1.4±0.2 0.9±0.1 50±3 12±2 3.0±0.5 38±2 24±2 

9.4 134±10 2.2±0.3 2.8±0.1 97±13 20±2 8.2±2.7 76±4 48±3 

19 277±20 2.7±0.5 8.7±1.2 194±36 37±3 27±7 147±4 91±4 

38 560±54 3.4±0.3 22±1 399±32 57±2 82±13 289±4 155±10 

56 865±15 3.6±0.2 36±3 615±12 74±1 159±28 442±5 206±1 

UVB+UVA 

dose 
UVB/UVA 

TT CPD TT 64PP TT Dewar TC CPD TC 64PP TC Dewar CT CPD CC CPD 

0.3/2.7 236±32 11±2 1.4±0.1 133±37 75±18 2.9±0.1 76±6 37±8 

0.7/6.8 511±63 24±1 6.8±0.6 302±40 168±27 11±1 168±7 91±15 

2.0/20 1396±101 56±4 48±1 724±27 449±51 71±4 514±39 241±13 

3.9/41 3072±472 82±8 156±5 1438±6 900±205 274±27 930±134 454±36 

7.8/82 6490±720 100±13 451±17 2669±13 1551±295 991±59 1770±276 760±84 

12/123 9750±400 104±12 741±2 4053±425 1946±331 2073±4 2657±131 1020±55 

UVB 

dose UVB TT CPD TT 64PP TT Dewar TC CPD TC 64PP TC Dewar CT CPD CC CPD 

0.3 218±3 11±2 0.2±0.1 115±3 76±21 0.9±0.3 73±0 41±4 

0.65 542±28 27±3 1.0±0.1 298±2 182±33 3.7±1.1 178±6 96±6 

1.95 1729±85 78±7 4.8±0.3 826±16 511±78 17±1 515±10 278±15 

3.9 3627±55 143±17 15±2 1578±23 1005±139 46±5 1016±80 497±42 

7.8 7416±312 289±46 60±9 2863±476 2056±242 168±29 1888±75 904±67 

11.7 10218±713 425±10 124±21 4496±264 3174±83 357±29 2592±288 1023±133 
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Figure S1: Formation of TT-CPD in CT-DNA and double stranded 19-mer oligonucleotide exposed to UVA. 

Aliquot fractions of the irradiated solution were collected after increasing periods of time. The experiments were 

repeated twice and each sample analyzed twice. Results are expressed in TT-CPD per 106 bases (mean ± standard 

deviation) 

 

 

Table S2: Yields of formation of TT-CPD in CT-DNA and 19-mer double-stranded oligonucleotide exposed 

to SSL, UVB+UVA, UVB and UVA. Results are expressed in number of TT-CPD per kJ m-2 per 106 bases. 

Reported values were calculated by linear regression of the dose-course formation and are slope ± standard error 

of the slope. 

yield SSL UVB+UVA UVB UVA 

CT-DNA 15.3±0.3 836±9 868±19 0.15±0.00 

19-mer 8.3±0.1 867±103 901±117 0.34±0.00 
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Table S3: Level of dimeric photoproducts in a double stranded 19-mer oligonucleotide exposed to UV 

radiation. The sequence of the duplex was (CATCTTACATTTTAC) : (GTAAAATGTAAGATG). Results are 

expressed in dimers per 106 normal bases and are means ± standard deviations. Doses are expressed in kJ m-2. 

Simulated Sunlight (SSL) 

dose SSL TT CPD TT 64PP TT Dewar TC CPD TC 64PP TC Dewar CT CPD 

2.3 39±2.1 1.9±0.1 1.5±0.1 17±2.8 1.1±0.1 1.4±0.1 13±1.7 

4.7 54±8.6 2.7±0.1 2.5±0.6 29±4.2 1.8±0.1 1.8±0.1 22±3.6 

9.4 119±2.4 3.8±0.2 5.2±0.3 51±4.9 2.7±0.2 2.8±0.2 36±4.3 

19 154±26 3.7±1.3 6.1±2.3 49±18 3.0±0.7 4.5±0.9 35±10 

38 374±29 3.6±0.7 18±1 92±16 3.3±0.5 10±0.3 63±11 

56 465±56 3.3±0.5 22±3.2 115±7.2 3.4±0.6 13±0.4 71±1.9 

UVB+UVA 

dose 
UVB/UVA 

TT CPD TT 64PP TT Dewar TC CPD TC 64PP TC Dewar CT CPD 

0.2/3.6 161±26 9.0±1.1 0.9±0.1 19±6.4 5.8±0.6 1.9±0.1 11±2.5 

0.4/8.9 471±12 23±2.5 3.6±0.9 45±2.3 13±1.1 2.6±0.6 27±4.3 

1.3/27 1235±161 53±6 31±3 168±19 31±3.4 10±0.5 100±3.3 

2.6/53 2485±202 81±5 109±7 259±25 51±3.9 32±1.7 165±23 

5.1/107 4466±420 94±5 262±49 500±57 65±3.3 89±1.9 321±44 

7.7/160 6680±1126 103±9 459±51 585±14 83±7.6 163±14 373±16 

UVB 

dose UVB TT CPD TT 64PP TT Dewar TC CPD TC 64PP TC Dewar CT CPD 

0.2 174±34 9±0.9 0.1±0.1 27±1.2 5.2±0.7 0.8±0.5 15±2.1 

0.4 497±26 25±0.8 0.5±0.1 52±2.8 13±1.2 0.4±0.4 34±2.3 

1.3 1149±112 72±3.8 1.6±0.6 135±8.3 37±1.4 2.2±0.8 94±7.3 

2.6 2560±199 145±7.7 7.4±0.8 254±17 73±1.6 5.5±0.3 176±11 

5.1 4181±413 265±15 22±2 412±24 138±7 12±3 289±12 

7.7 7154±1215 490±81 68±8 759±90 215±17 28±9 508±68 
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Figure S2: Formation of 64PP and Dewar at TC and TT sites in the 19-mer double stranded nucleotide exposed 

to simulated sunlight. Aliquot fractions of the irradiated solution were collected after increasing periods of time. The 

experiments were repeated twice and each sample analyzed twice. Results are expressed in photoproducts per 

106 bases (mean ± standard deviation). 

 

 

Figure S3: HPLC-MS/MS chromatograms obtained upon analysis of solutions of T(64)CTTA collected either before 

or after exposure to UVA radiation (188 kJ m-2). It should be emphasized that traces of TT CPD (0.1 %) were 

already present in the solution of T(64)CTTA before irradiation. 
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